Deformable image registration is widely used in various radiation therapy applications including 4D-CT and treatment planning adaptation. In this work, a simple and efficient inverse consistency deformable registration method is proposed with aims of higher registration accuracy and faster convergence speed. Instead of registering image I to the second image J, two images are symmetrically deformed toward one another in multiple passes, until both deformed images are registered. In every pass, a delta motion field is computed by minimizing a symmetric optical flow system cost function using the modified optical flow algorithms. The images are then further deformed with the delta motion field in positive and negative directions, respectively, and then used for the next pass. The magnitude of the delta motion field is forced to be less than 0.4 voxel for every pass in order to guarantee the smoothness and invertibility of the two overall motion fields which are accumulating the delta motion fields in positive and negative directions, respectively. The final motion fields to register the original images I and J, in either direction, are calculated by inverting one overall motion field and composing the inversion result with the other overall motion field. The final motion fields are inversely consistent and this is ensured by the symmetric way that registration is carried out. Results suggest that the method is able to improve the overall accuracy by 30% or more, reduce the inverse consistency error, and increase the convergence rate. The computation speed may slightly decrease, or increase in some cases because the new method converges faster. Comparing to previously published inverse consistency algorithms, the proposed method is simpler in theory, easier to implement, and faster.
INTRODUCTION

Traditional Unidirectional Optical Flow
Optical flow algorithms are among the most used algorithms for deformable image registration. They are usually based on image intensity and gradient information. For two images I and J to be registered, let I be the moving image and J be the fixed image, a motion vector field V registers I to J so that I V=J. Please see Table  1 for notations. Table 1 : Notations used in this paper I, J
The moving image, and the fixed image V,U
The "pull back" motion fields V n The delta motion field I V =I(x-V(x)), the image I deformed by V V 2 V 1 =V 1 (x-V 2 (x))+V 2 (x), composition of two motion fields V -1 The inverted vector field of V With additional global smoothness constraint, V can be resolved by minimizing the system cost equation:
where R is the smoothness constraint function, is the entire image domain, and is an adjustable constant, I d = J I, is the gradient operator.
Inverse consistency error
Traditionally, if image J needs to be registered to image I, the second motion field U needs to be computed independently so that I = J U. Unfortunately, there is no direct dependency between V and U. It is often desirable that the two optical fields are inversely consistent. This means that consequentially applying inversed motion fields should result in no motion. The per-pixel inverse consistency error (ICE) could be defined as:
Previously published works
It is generally difficult to have V and U consistent if the image registration computations for both directions are carried out separately or without explicit constraints for inverse consistency. Therefore, most inverse consistency registration algorithms perform computations for both directions simultaneously and explicitly constrain V and U to be, or closely to be, inversely consistent. Christensen and colleagues [1] were among the earliest groups to consider inverse consistency for deformable image registration. In their algorithm, V and U were jointly computed by minimizing a symmetric system cost equation 3 which contained the similarity constraint, inverse consistency constraint and diffeomorphism regularity constraint.
where the linear elastic operator , a, b and c are constants. Both V and U needed to be inverted in each iteration. Alvarez et al [2] proposed an inverse consistency algorithm based on a similar symmetric optical flow system cost equation. The algorithm does not explicitly invert the forward and reverse motion fields during the iterations. Instead, the inverse consistency error is computed and minimized per iteration. Cachier et al [3] analyzed the reasons why results of unidirectional registrations are asymmetric and pointed out that inversely inconsistency approaches penalized the image expansion more than the shrinkage. They proposed an inverse-invariant type of system cost equation. Inverse consistency is ensured theoretically by the proposed inverse-invariant system cost. Registration does not need to perform simultaneously for both forward and reverse directions. Leow et al [4] reported an approach to model the backward motion field by inverting the forward motion field, therefore inverse consistency registration can be computed without computing the inversion of motion fields. They use the symmetric system cost equation, similar to equation Diffeomorphism algorithms [5] [6] [7] are a group of algorithms that are closely related to inverse consistency. The primary focus of these algorithms is to compute smooth and continuous large image motion. These algorithms are often referred as large-motion-model algorithms because the regularization term in the system cost equation is different and the algorithms can compute large motions. It should be understood that the invertible result does not equal to inverse consistency. There are a few inverse consistency algorithms proposed under the diffeomorphism framework. Joshi et al proposed a method to construct a template image from multiple images for brain mapping [8] . If the number of images is 2, then this method becomes an inverse consistency registration method and the system cost equation reduces to:
where V i is the motion field to deform image i, v i is the velocity vector field for image i, and
. Similar algorithms have also been proposed by Avants et al [9] and by Beg et al [10] . These algorithms are all based on the idea that both images are deformed towards the mean shape image in order to achieve registration. Such an idea is indeed very similar to the basic idea of the proposed method in this paper. We will further compare our method to these algorithms in the discussion section.
The goal of computing image registration with inverse consistency is to improve accuracy. Better accuracy has been achieved by adding the additional inverse consistency constraint and using symmetric system cost functions. However, solving the registration problem with additional constraint is usually much more complicated, and is often much slower because of additional computation.
METHODS
Overview
Our approach for inverse consistency is similar to the inverse consistency diffeomorphism algorithms [8] [9] [10] and further focuses on simplicity and computational efficiency. As illustrated in Figure 1 , images I and J are symmetrically and pass-by-pass deformed towards each other. I n and J n denote I and J deformed after pass n. Registration is achieved on I n and J n in the middle point when I n and J n match each other. After n passes, point A is moved to point A' and point B is moved to point B'. V n and U n are the overall motion fields. The delta motion field V n and U n are computed for each pass.
At pass n, a delta motion field, denoted as V n , is computed by minimizing a symmetric optical flow system cost equation (next section) using modified optical flow algorithms. The two overall motion fields, V n for image I, U n for image J, are updated by accumulating V n and -V n as:
1 n n n V V V (6) 1 n n n U V U and I n and J n are then updated as: (7) n n
The two new deformed images I n and J n will be used for the next pass.
Initially, V 0 = U 0 = 0. Because V n is a "pull-back" motion field, the V n -U n for pass number n>1 and therefore V n and U n are updated individually. The magnitude of V n is forced to be less than 0.4 voxel in order to ensure the smoothness and invertibility for V n and U n . If the registration direction is reversed, it can be shown that I n and J n will exchange, and V n and U n will exchange.
In the proposed method, inverse consistency is not explicitly enforced by extra penalty terms in the system cost function. It is implicitly ensured by the symmetric registration. The V n is solved using ordinary optical flow algorithms, with slight modifications. Multiple optical flow algorithms could be used to do the work.
The final motion fields, V IJ which registers I to J, and U JI which registers J to I, are calculated as:
from the last V n and U n after registration is achieved between I n and J n . It can be shown that V IJ and U JI are inverted to each other.
Symmetric optical flow system cost equation
At pass n, to further match the current deform I n-1 and J n-1 , we would like to compute the delta motion fields V n and U n . I n-1 is deformed using V n and generates the I n according to:
(11) J n-1 is deformed using U n and generates the J n according to:
(12) V n and U n are solved by minimizing the new system cost equation:
To simplify the new system cost equation, we would like to add another hard constraint on V n and U n : 0 n n U V (14) If we also select the smoothness regularity function so that: 
Solving V n
We modified the demons algorithm [11] to solve equation 16 . We replaced the gradient terms with and we also do not use multiple iterations because we use multiple passes at the I 
where G is Gaussian low pass filter with window width .
The final deformation fields
If the registration direction is inverted, V n and U n are simply exchanged. The V IJ and U JI will also be simply exchanged. Because V IJ and U JI are inverted to each other, so final motion fields computed in forward and inverse registration directions will be inversely consistent. Furthermore, since both V IJ and U JI can be computed from one computation, there is no need to perform the registration again in the other direction.
2.5. Inversion of V n and U n 2.5.1. Guarantee of invertibility V n and U n must be invertible so that the final motion fields can be computed. However, the demons algorithm guarantees smoothness but not invertibility for V n and U n . Therefore, we have used the following small-step multiple pass approach to ensure it.
The strategy is to compute V n and U n in smaller incremental steps. If V n is diffeomorphic, then V n and U n , which accumulating V n and U n (= -V n ), will be also diffeomorphic. Similar approaches have been reported by many published papers [12, 13] . Rueckert et al [12] reported that the maximal displacement of cubic B-spline control points needs to be less than 0.40 of the spacing of the control points in order for the motion field to be diffeomorphic. We indirectly apply such a conclusion with the following ad-hoc step after every pass to limit the magnitude of V n :
Such an explicit hard constraint procedure is not optimal in theory, but it works very well practically based on the facts: 1) with multigrid approach, the true image motion at any image resolution stage is not great; 2) with multiple passes, remaining motion or artifacts introduced by the hard constraint procedure can be recovered in the next pass; 3) the hard constraint is very simple to implement and very computational efficient; 4) because the true maximal image motion is not great for any image resolution stage, the step size = 0.4 should not be concerned to be too small to slow down the pass-by-pass convergence.
Smoothness of V n after the magnitude limiting procedure should not be concerned because V n is discrete and the largest possible magnitude difference of V n between two adjacent voxels is 0.4×2 = 0.8. However, if more smoothness is desirable, V n can be smoothed by a Gaussian lowpass filter as G ( V n ) V n . The V n will still be diffeomorphic after such a lowpass filtering.
Motion field inversion
V n and U n can be inverted by a few different ways. The easiest way, as used in many diffeomorphism algorithms, is to integrate (accumulate) the inverse of the delta motion fields during the passes. Because magnitude of V n is small, ( V n ) -1 can be approximated as -V n . However, the way to approximate ( V n ) -1 by -V n does not work very well with multigrid approach because a small V n in the coarse image resolution stage equals to larger motion in the finer resolution stage. Methods to directly compute the inverse motion field have been reported in many works [1, 3] . Ashburner reported a quick method based on the triangulation interpolation [14] . We use this method in this work because it is computationally efficient and accurate. According to our evaluation, it works very well for all tested cases with averaged error < 0.05 pixel and maximal error < 0.1 pixel.
The entire procedure
1. Let the pass number n = 0, let V 0 = U 0 = 0 2. Computing I n and J n using equations 7 and 8 3. Compute V n using equation 17 4. Limiting the magnitude of V n using equation 18, and optionally smoothing V n with a Gaussian lowpass filter 5. Updating V n and U n using equation 5 and 6, and optionally smoothing V n and U n with another Gaussian lowpass filter 6. If the results are not converged and n is less than the maximal step number allowed, let n = n+1, and then go back to step 2. 7. Computing the final results using equations 9 and 10
The entire procedure is very similar to a regular asymmetric registration procedure, with extra steps 4 and 7. Another important difference is that the computation needs to be carried out for both images to update I n and J n , V n and U n , while a regular asymmetric procedure often only needs to compute similar variables for one image. Optional smoothing in step 4 helps to smooth V n after the magnitude of V n is limited. Optional smoothing in step 5 helps to diffuse motion from high contrast regions into neighborhood low contrast region [11] .
Implementation
The algorithms are implemented primarily in MATLAB with image processing toolbox. The vector field inversion procedure is implemented in C/C++. For demons algorithm, we used = 2 pixel. We used 4 multigrid stages, 8 passes per stages to compute all results presented in this paper.
EVALUATION
Image data sets
Yosemite sequence: We used the first two images from the Yosemite 2D image sequence, which was originally generated at SRI [15] . The ground truth motion field is known.
Liver CT scan: We used a slice of patient upper abdominal CT, which contains liver and kidney. We deformed with a synthesized motion field to generate a deformed image with known ground truth. Registration is carried out between the original CT scan and the deformed one. Figure 2 shows the original CT slice, the generated image with the motion field.
(1) (2) Figure 2 : The patient CT images. (1) The original CT slice, (2) the generated image overlaid with motion vectors.
Patient 4DCT images: Two 3D-CT volumes from the same patient. One is the inhaled phase, and another one is exhaled phase. Manual selected landmarks are used for accuracy evaluation.
Evaluation procedures
Accuracy study: The absolute displacement error and absolute angular error are computed for the estimated motion field against the ground truth. Inverse consistency study: We applied the algorithms in both registration directions. Inverse consistency error ICE is then computed. Convergence study: We evaluated the algorithms for per-pass convergence to the ground truth, without using multigrid. Computation speed: We recorded the entire computation time spent by each algorithm. One can easily tell that the inverse consistency algorithm is more accurate than the original demons algorithm ( Table 2 and Figure 3) , can reduce inverse consistency error greatly (Table 3) , and converge faster (Figure 4) , and computes generally slower (Table 4 ) because of extra computations and motion field inversion. 
RESULTS
DISCUSSION
Besides the discussions below, readers could also read the full paper (Yang et al 2008,PMB) [16] for further information and discussions.
Comparing to regular optical flow algorithms
The important differences from the asymmetric optical flow methods to the proposed inverse consistency method are: 1) asymmetric method deforms the moving image to match to the fixed image, and the inverse consistency method deforms both images to match the deformed images in the middle; 2) the system cost PDE is slightly different. Image gradients of both images are used in the new PDE; 3) the magnitude of the delta motion field limited to be less than 0.4 voxel for the inverse consistency method in order to ensure the diffeomorphism; 4) the magnitude of the motion fields in the inverse consistency algorithm only need to be half of the magnitude of the motion fields in the asymmetric algorithm. This means that the inverse consistency algorithm could converge faster and could capture greater motion.
Comparing to other inverse consistency methods
The proposed method is similar to the diffeomorphism inverse consistency algorithms [8] [9] [10] but quite different from other nondiffeomorphism inverse consistency algorithms [1] [2] [3] [4] .
The most important difference to the non-diffeomorphism algorithms is that there is no inverse consistency constraint in the new system cost PDE. The inverse consistency is guaranteed implicitly by the way the registration is carried out and by how the final motion fields are computed. The new and very simple PDE is easier and faster to solve.
Important differences to the diffeomorphism inverse consistency algorithms are: 1) we used a global smoothness regularity constraint term, which is simpler, in the new system cost PDE. 2) there is only one motion field, instead of two, to be solved by our method because of equation 14 and 15; 3) our method to compute the delta motion field is completely different and much more efficient;; 4) our results are not geodesic but not necessary less accurate because geodesic is not equal to accuracy; 5) motion field inversion procedure is different.
Accuracy and convergence
Inverse consistency-enabled algorithms can be more accurate than the corresponding original algorithms. As suggested by previously published papers [1, 2, 17] , image intensity and gradient information from both the moving image and the fixed image can be utilized in the inverse consistency enabled algorithms, thus, these algorithms can be more accurate than the original algorithms.
Inverse consistency is ensured by the proposed method, but itself is not as important as the overall accuracy. The final accuracy is dependent on the accuracy of the delta motion fields. Inverse consistency and accuracy are not necessarily equivalent.
Our results have shown that the proposed method could converge faster, but computation is usually slightly slower. An image registration may actually finish faster because the proposed method can achieve the same accuracy by using less iteration.
Implementations and limitations
Our method is straight forward to implement. The complexity is much less than other inverse consistency algorithms. The demons algorithm and the multigrid and/or the multiple-pass loops both need to be modified. From our experiences, the modifications are relatively straight forward to make.
There are a few drawbacks with our inverse consistency approach. Firstly, the computation will typically be slower per iteration and will be definitely slightly slower for the multigrid and the multiple pass related computation. Secondly, registration between two images of different dimensions is not well defined for the inverse consistency approach.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we have proposed a new inverse consistency deformable image registration method which performs registration between two images in a symmetric way that both images are incrementally deformed to the middle until they match. Motion fields are solved step-by-step using modified optical flow algorithms in a multigrid and multiple-pass framework. The step size of the motion field adjustment is controlled to ensure the smoothness and invertibility of the final results. Comparing to regular asymmetric optical flow algorithms, the proposed method is able to achieve inversely consistent results, and significantly improve registration accuracy and convergence speed, with only minor additional computation. This new method could be applied to many radiation therapy applications including ART and 4D-CT.
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